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When a game of The Lord of the Rings breaks even, it's almost always a
game of really high skill. This was pretty much the case back in 2002 when

the first version of RotWK came out. It's largely the same still. The only
difference is that, back then, the game was well designed enough that the

higher the skill level of the players, the more evenly matched their matches
were. As the years went by, the game became dominated by players with

higher skill levels, to the point where high-skilled players were getting
crushed by players in lower skill levels at every step. The game still has this
problem, but it's now far less pronounced. There are still higher-skill players
who can beat lower-skill players at every step, but the difference is more a

matter of how skilled the higher-skill players are rather than how high-
skilled the lower-skill players are. Mechanically, the Rise of the Witch-King
expansion is a total bore. If you've played it even a little bit in 2.01, you

know this. If you've played it in 2.02, you know this as well. It's ultimately
the problem with every expansion pack for RotWK. You want to know how
your favorite hero or unit will look with these improvements. If you haven't

played it in 2.01, you're going to have a hard time knowing what you're
missing from the short list of improvements. You're going to have to learn
to use both versions of the game in order to really maximize your strategy.
This sucks, and they could've done a much better job at making the game
more dynamic and user friendly. The Rise of the Witch-King is good, but it

has a very long list of improvements. However, it's only one item in a much
larger list of improvements. The game is better in many other ways. The

game is much more intuitive, much less tedious, much less of a time sink,
and much more dynamic than it was in 2002. The many changes to strategy
and tactics are, more often than not, made with an eye toward making the

game more fun and fair to play (aside from nerfs being few and far
between). The changes to the game are what makes it better. Not the Rise

of the Witch-King.
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Valamiri is the new unit for LotR Witch-king. Its a ranged totem that casts in
front of the hero's army. It has a good CD. But it has one of the longest casts in

the game (though I think its worth it, as it covers a lot of ground). Its attacks
are essentially AoE, but its ability to ignore enemy units and abilities makes it
pretty effective. Regular attacks deal 25% damage, but if the enemy doesnt
move out of the AoE they can be easily hit up with a stone blade. It replaces
the weaker goblin totem. Tom Bombadil's vision is slightly more iffy in this

game due to some of the changes to the AI. He cant easily support units, but
he can now easily see through barricades. (hiding behind a barricade will still

result in his vision being hidden). The fortresses can now destroy armies
(Gorgoroth Spire, Wizard Tower, Mighty Catapult, and the Witch-king's

Sanctum) and capture. This makes defending the fortresses much more crucial
than in the first game. It may be wise to garrison the fortresses but think twice
before doing so. Death and Blood is now called the final Battle. All the allies of
the kingdoms which are attacked by Mordor on the final day will go to the final
battle and fight there. (ruling out any fighting on the final battle of the game).
The enemies of Mordor get out of the way so it can be easy to loot them. If you
get lucky and the world goes into darkness during the battle, the enemies will
be inside. If the player has sufficient strength the battle can go many times
and the amount of loot will increase dramatically. The battle is great when

played on a PVP server, as the enemies can be killed by your allies, and yes,
they die eventually, if they are actually on the field. 5ec8ef588b
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